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"THE SHAPING ROLE OF EXPECTATION"

INTRODUCTION As long ago as 1913 Walter Rauschenbusch flashed the amber light of caution when he made the following observation:

"Anyone who has been trained by history and knows the immense complexity of forces in human history will be suspicious of a scheme which reduces everything to a single cause and a single remedy..."

Conceding the basic truth of his insight and sobered by its warning, nonetheless I want to make a case today for the shaping role that expectation plays in human life.

Alexander Pope, in what he called the Ninth Beatitude, said, "Blessed is he who expects nothing, for he shall never be disappointed." Such counsel is little more than veiled despair. To me, expectation is a blood relative of hope. Without it, one's in trouble. Expectation shapes performance. And performance is what history is all about. So let's think about the power of expectation today.

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT OF YOURSELF Suppose we begin by asking, just what do you expect of yourself? We don't often ask this question. We'd rather speak of what we expect of others - our elected officials, our schools, our teachers, our church and its leaders, society-at-large, or perhaps the family next door. I think that part of our human nature is to pressure others and to ease up on ourselves...and what we expect of ourselves.

And yet - what we make of life and what we let life make of us is by and large an "inside" job. The critical controls, at so many points, are in our hands. As the Moderator of Smokenders once said in the closing moments of a meeting, "The right mental attitude can achieve any goal".

Yes, we need to put that into our pipe and smoke it...for there are many among us and around us who have resigned themselves to a sort of fatalism. They see themselves as the hopeless, hapless victims of outside forces. "Whatever will be, will be" is the way they approach life. I know of a man whose fatalistic approach to life was even woven into his theology. He was a Scots Presbyterian. And one day he fell down a flight of stairs and landed ingloriously in the cellar. He slowly picked himself up, brushed off his suit and said, "Now, I'm glad that's over."

Why do we so often insist on seeing ourselves as prisoners of our genes, our times, our environment? Why do we sometimes live as though we were waiting for the next blow to fall? It always chills me to recall that pessimistic epitaph, "I expected this and here I am." Quite a contrast to the spirit of that line that was one of the late Robert Kennedy's favorite lines:

"Some men see things as they are, and say 'why'. I dream things that never were, and say 'why not!'"

So let's ask ourselves, honestly and before God: what are your expectations for yourself? Are you simply getting old, or are you "growing" old? There's a world of difference between those terms - "getting old" and "growing old". Have you taken the pains in recent days to set some goals for yourself - to improve your mind, to expand your spirit, to deepen and thicken your consciousness of life?
They say that William Gladstone always took a walk around four in the after­noon - rain or shine. And when a friend asked him why he was out in the pouring rain, this great Englishman replied, "I don't want to weaken my will by retreating from intended purpose."

When expectations fade and we retreat from "intended purpose", then it is that we're "getting old" rather than "growing old".

I like the illustration about the Olympic pole vaulter who kept a picture of himself on his desk that showed him clearing the bar. As he moved out into com­petition, he had great expectations that once again he would clear the bar at some great height. I'm sure that many of the runners running in today's Marathon have a mental picture of their crossing the finish line.

What about the expectations you have for yourself? Surely the Christian who is infused with God's power should be able to say in any time or in any place those uplifting words of Paul that might well be our text, "I can do all things in Him who strengthens me".

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT OF OTHERS

Let's move on and ask ourselves this question: what do you expect of others? A wife? A husband? A friend? A child? A minister? A church member? Do we sometimes do a dis­service to others by not expecting enough of them? Do we help people to grow and blossom by placing some high expectations before them? I believe that withheld expectations do more to stifle hope and thwart achievement than poverty and slums combined. If somebody believes in a person, he can come up and out. Great things can and do happen. Miracles can occur.

Hyper-critical parents - however well-intentioned - tend to cause children to faulter, perhaps fail. Remember that line from *Up the Down Stair Case*, attributed to Doodlebug, "No matter what I do my mother keeps harping".

And teachers, of whom we have a number in and around this parish, have a significant role to play in all of this. Teaching is more than technical communica­tion of information. I would much prefer a teacher who was not so proficient in her facts, but who knew how to light the fires of ambition and engender hope and create a feeling of expectancy in a young life.

There is a way to correct "up" and a way to correct "down". When Harold Ross was Editor of the *New Yorker*, he would frequently examine a piece of writing that needed a bit more work. In such instances he would write at the top, over his initials, "This piece is so good, it ought to be perfect." That's correcting "up".

"The difference was that when you left Teddy Roosevelt's presence you were ready to eat bricks for lunch and when you left Taft's office you felt - oh, what's the use..."

And wasn't that the secret of Jesus' way with people? He believed in them, in their possibilities. He grasped them by their future and drew them on. "You are
Simon. And you shall be called Cephas". And Peter grew into his new name! Remember that the word of cheer, of hope, of encouragement, of expectation spoken in due season can often remove the weight of insecurity or inadequacy that so many know and it can release and let flow into life some amazing gifts of talent and energy.

A minister was riding in the parlor car of a train trying to read a book. A partly inebriated man kept coming over to him asking, "Wouldn't you like a drink?" The minister tactfully refused each time, and tried to pick up his place in the book. Around midnight the man came over one last time and said to him, "I guess you think I'm a no good drunken bum." The minister replied, "no - not at all...I think you're a very generous man". That response which played on his only visible virtue that night transformed the life of that man. It turned him around.

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT OF GOD

Let's take this one step further, to a higher level and consider this question: what do you expect of God?

Not - what do you think you ought to expect, or have been trained to expect, but in all candor - what do you really expect of God? Anything? Nothing? Are your expectations fulfilled or frustrated. Do you end up disappointed...sometimes feeling that your prayers are unanswered.

Do we have misguided expectations regarding God? Could that be a part of our trouble? Remember that John the Baptist, whom Jesus loved and appreciated to the full, had his doubts and disappointments. Remember how John from Herod's prison sent messengers to inquire of Jesus, "Art Thou He that should come, or look we for another?" Jesus had not convinced John that He was the "Expected One", primarily because John's expectations were off the mark. John was one of those "all or nothing" types who felt that the morally unfit should be purged from the ranks, but Jesus had said, "they who are whole need not a physicain, but they that are sick". This shook John. John had some inaccurate expectations of what the coming One would be.

Then yet another time. Following the miracle of the loaves and fishes there were those who wanted to make Jesus a "Bread" King - an economic Saviour. Their expectations were built on the belief that God would secure their place on the pinnacle of privilege. Jesus withdrew from them because their expectations were unfounded - off the mark.

Or another situation. Some carry the notion around with them that God is there to vindicate wrongs committed against them. This city is filled with people who are biding time, shopping from Church to Church, from lawyer to lawyer.... in quest of a way to get back at somebody who did them a wrong. Jesus faced this type, too, that day when "one of the multitude said to Him, 'Teacher...bid my brother divide the inheritance with me'". That troubling question of how mother and daddy's wealth should be distributed had been eating away at him. His brother was doing him wrong. He expected Jesus would act to set things right.

But Jesus said to him, "Man, who made me a judge or a divider over you?" And then turning to the crowd and using the case as an illustration, He said, "Beware of covetousness; for a man's life does not consist in the abundance of his possession". He sought instead to get at the covetousness that had made the question seem so big and loom so large.
What do you expect of God? Do you expect Him to say grace over all of our personal wrongs, our sins of commission or omission? Do you expect God to affirm the fantasy that we are in some way the 20th Century version of the "Chosen People?" - that the resources of the earth are ours to plunder, the poor of the earth are ours to exploit? What if God really is there: not to help us realize some personal or national goals, but there to get us to "lose ourselves" in and for the world He loves and all who are in it.

Closing: Now, where is the Gospel in all of this? It emerges at this point. The Good News is that He loves the world - not the Church - He loves the world, all that are in it, and that He expects good things of us - His children. He believes in us.

There's a line in the New Testament that is almost too magnificent to touch. "Do you know that God's kindness is meant to lead you to repentance?" The Gospel writer used the word kindness - not judgement. Chances are we would have said judgement. Kindness is what the Gospel writer used. What can we do when He keeps on coming, being good to us despite our selfish ways. This is the heart of the Gospel. Sometimes this is all we have to go on - that God's hasn't quit on us yet, that He hasn't turned off the lights, rolled up the stage, closed down the show, brought the actors to judgement. For reason known to His great heart alone, He keeps expecting us to be the sort of people He meant us to be.

Illustration: To me one of the most moving exchanges in A. J. Cronin's The Keys of the Kingdom comes near the end. Father Francis Chisholm, the Scots priest who travelled East to help the people of China, finds himself bending over the dying body of Dr. Tulloch, an old friend from Scotland, an atheist doctor who had lived unselfishly for others and was now himself a victim of the Black Plague. Tulloch looks up into the face of Father Chisholm and says,

"You'll write the old man and tell 'em that his son died game.....funny...I still can't believe in God, but does that matter now?"

What was he saying? Francis did not know. He was crying and in the humiliation of his weakness, the words came to him and from him in bland confusion...

"He believes in you". "He believes in you"

And so He does, my friend. Never forget that. He believes in you, and expects great and good things...perhaps there's some one in the congregation today who needs to hear that.

Prayer: Knowing, Lord, deep in our hearts that You do believe in us, and therefore expect great things from us...may that word strengthen us for the living of these days.

Let your loving expectations pull us forward that we may live useful and unfettered, unselfish lives. Grant, Lord, that we should never quit on life or be content with being only half alive. In the spirit of Christ who expects great things from those who confess His name - we pray. Amen.
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